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§ 1. Introduction 

Let 1C~ be the 2-component of 1Ci(sn). The purpose of this paper is 
to determine the orders of the generators of the groups 1C~+18 for n=10, 
11 and 12. H. Toda determined 1C~+i for i;;:;: 19 and all n in [2]. He 
defined the generators J..", ~" of 1C~~ and J..',~' of 1C~~, making use of Pro
positions in [2, Chapter 11] which assert the existence of new generators 
under certain conditions. Thus he obtained the group structures and 
generators of 1C~+18 (n= 10, 11 and 12) in [2, Theorem 12.22], which states 

1C~~=Z8E8Z2E8Z2: generated by J..", t;" and 1)10 0 Pl!> 

1C~~=Z8E8Z4E8Z2: generated by A', t;' and 1)11 0 P12, 

1C~~=Z32E8Z4E8Z4E8Z2: generated by ~12' EA', E1;' and 1)12 0 P13. 

But the orders of J..", ~", J..' and 1;' were not determined in [2]. In 
this paper, in order to investigate their properties further, we shall define 
new elements ~", i" and ~" of 1C~~ by Toda brackets. Then making use 
of the various properties of Toda brackets, we shall obtain many relations 
involving these new elements and the ones defined in [2]. These results 
will be stated in Propositions 1-4: These relations enable us to determine 
the orders of J..", ~", J..' and t;'. As the main results of this paper we shall 
determine the direct summands of 1C~+18 for n= 10, 11 and 12; 

Theorem. The group 1C~+18 (n = 10, 11 and 12) has the following direct 
summands with the generators defined by H. Toda in [2]. 

1C~~ =Z8{t;"}E8Z2{t;" ± J.."}E8Z2{r;1O 0 P11}' 

1C~~ = Z8{t;'}E8Z4{t;' + J..'}E8Z2{ 1)11 0 P12}' 

1C~~=Z32{t;12}E8Z4{Et;' +4t;dE8Z4{Et;' + EA'}E8Z 2{1)12 0 P13}' 
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where Z2{~" ± A"} means that either ~"+ A" or ~" - A" is the generator of 
order 2. 

We remark that K. Oguchi obtained in [1, (2.19)], the same results 
as the above theorem. But, as we see by [1, Lemma (2,18)], his genera
tors are different from those defined by H. Toda in [2]. 

We shall prove the theorem at the last part of this paper. We shall 
use the notations of [2]. We shall use the results of [2, Chapters 1-4] and 
many relations listed in [2, Chapter 14] and [1, Table I]. 

§ 2. Some new elements and relations 

In this section we shall define some new elements by Toda brackets. 
Studying the Hopf invariants of these elements, we shall determine the 
various relations involving Toda's elements A", ~", A', e and others. 
These results enable us to prove our Theorem in the next section. 

We shall define three elements of 7r~~ by the following Toda brackets: 

We remark that d(CI9) =0"9 0 7)16 0 C17; d(D I9) =0"9 0 7)16 0 D17 =0"9 0 Vi6 and d(CI9+ 
DI9)=0"~o7)~3 by [2, (7.1)], since D~=c~=D90C17=C90DI7=0 by [1, Proposition 
(2.8) (2)] and [2, Lemma 12.10 and (7.20)]. Thus the above Toda brackets 
are well-defined. 

Proposition 1. 
(1) H(~")=7)19 0 c20+vi9; H(i") =7)19 0 C20; HO")=vi9. 
(2) 2~"=0; 2~"=-2i"=-0"IOo'17mod20"IOo'17. 
(3) c:ll- ~,,- '"+''''' mod r -'i ='i =A A 0"10 0 ~17' 7)10 0 Pll. 
(4) 2~" =- 0"10 0 '17 mod 20"10 0 '17. 

Proof (1) We have H(~") E H{0"10' 0"17 0 7)~4' 7)26h = -d-l(O"~ 0 7)~3) 0 7)27 
=(CI9+DI9) 0 7)27=7)19 0 c20+vi9. Similarly, we have the other results. 

(2) 2~" =~" 0 2C28 E {O"IO' 0"17 0 7)~4' 7)26h 0 2C28 =0"10 0 E{0"16 0 7)~3' 7)25' 2c26} 3 
0"10 0 '17 mod 20"10 0 '17 by [2, Lemma 9.1], with the indeterminacy of the 
Toda bracket 0"10 0 E7ri~ 0 2C28 = {20"1O 0 '17}. It follows then that 2~" == 
0"1Q 0 '17 mod 20"10 0 'no Similarly we have the other results. 

(3) We recall that H(~")=7)19 0 c20+vi9 by [2, Lemma 12.19]. Then, 
these elements have the same Hopf invariant and hence 

by the exactness of the EH d-sequence and the result of E7r~7 on [2, p. 164]. 
(4) is the immediate consequence of (2) and (3). 
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Proposition 2. (!) 7l'~~=Z8{%/I}EBZ20/l}EBZ2{1)10 0 Pll}' 
(2) E7l'~~=Z4{E%/I}EBZ2{E~/I}EBZ2{1)1l 0 PI2}' 
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Proof (1) As we see by the argument on [2, p. 164], we have to 
settle the following group extension; 

Then we have the result by Proposition 1 (1) (2). 
(2) Since the ~ernel of E: 7l'~~~7l'~~ is generated by iI(P21) =2a1O 0 '17 

by [2, (12.25)], and 4%/1 =2a10 0 '17 by Proposition 1 (2), we have the result. 

Proposition 3. (1) E2~/I-=c~ 0 1)29 mod 1)12 0 P13' 
(2) c[g 0 1)30=4~13+4A; ~/I-=A/I +~/1 mod a10 0 '17,1)10 0 P11; 2A"-=2;-/1 

-=a lO 0 '17 mod 2a lO 0 '17' 
(3) HOI!) =1)19 0 c20' 

Proof (1) Since a12 0 !.I19 =0 by [2, (7.20)], we have 

E2 ~/1 E E2{alO 0 !.Ii7' !.I23 , 1)26h C {a12 0 !.Ii9' !.I29' 1)28h = 7l'~~ 0 1)29 = {c~ 0 1)29' 1)12 0 P13} 

by [2, Theorem 12.17, (5.9), (7.14) and (12.23)]. Then we may put 

for some integers x and y. 

Now, we see that E21!'~~=Z4{E2i!l}EBZ2{E2~/I}EBZ2{1)12 0 P13} by Proposition 
: (2), for E: 1!'~~~1!'~~ is monic by the result on [2, p. 165]. Then we con

clude that x = 1 mod 2. 

(2) and (3). By [2, Lemma 12.19], we may put 

(a) 

We have HOI!)=HO/l)+xH(~/I)=HO/l +xf';/I) by Proposition 1 (1) and 
[2, Lemma 12.19]. Then by the exactness of the EH iI-sequence we have 

Applying E3: 1!'~~~1!'~i to the relation (b) with the facts that EX'=2X and 
E~/1 =2e by [2, Lemma 12.19], we have E3~/I-=2E2A' -2xE2f';' mod 1)13 0 PI4' 
since al3 0 '20 = 0 by [2, (12.23)]. Making use of the relations E3~/1 -=c[g 0 1)30 
mod 1)130 PI4 by (I) of this Proposition; PA' =2A and E2r;' =2f';13 by [2, 
Lemma 12.19], we may put 

(c) c[g 0 1)30 = 4A -4xf';13 + Y1)13 0 PH for the integer x in (a) and some integer y. 
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By [2, Lemmas 12.15, 12.18 and 12.24, Proposition 12.20, Theorem 14.1], 
we have the following relations in the stable range; 

Then applying E~: tr~~---+2trfs=Z8{l.i*}EBZ2{1} ° p}=Z8{e}EBZ2{1} ° p} (by [2, 
Theorem 12.22 and Lemma 12.24]) to the relation (c), we have 

(d) x=1 mod 2; y::::::O mod 2. 

Then by (a) (b) and (c), we have 

Now, we see 2e"=(ho 01;17 mod 20'10 ° 1;17 by Proposition 1 (4). It follows 
then that 

Since 2~1I = 0 by Proposition 1 (2), we have by Proposition 1 (4), 

This completes the proof. 

Proposition 4. 
(1) e~ ° 1}29:::::: 2EA' +2Ee' mod 4EA', 4Ee'; 1}11 ° e~:::::: 2A' +2e' mod 

4A',4e'. 
(2) 4(A'+e)=0; 4A'=4e'=0'1l01;18' 
(3) HO')=e21• 

Proof (1) In the exact sequence tr~~!tr~~!itr~~, we see H(e~ 0 1}29) = 
H(e~) ° 1}29=l.i~S ° 1}29=0 by [2, Lemma 12.15], and hence e~ ° 1}29 E Etrg= 
{EX, Ee, 1}12 ° PIS} (see [2, p. 165]). We may put 

(f) e~ ° 1}29=xEA' + yEe' +Z1}12 ° P13 for some integers x, y and z. 

Applying E we have eta ° 1}so = XE 2A' + yE2e' +Z1}ls ° P14 = 2XA+2yelS+ 
Z1}13 ° P14 by [2, Lemma 12.19]. On the other hand, we have already shown 
that eta ° 1}so=4A+4eI3 by Proposition 3 (2). Thus we have 4A+4elS=eta ° 1}30 
=2XA+2yelS+Z1}13 ° P14 in tr~~=Z8{A}EBZ8{elS}EBZ2{1}13 ° P14} by [2, Theorem 
12.22]. It follows then that x::::::y=2 mod 4; z=O mod 2. Then we have 
the first relation by (f). 

Let us now consider the next relation. The element 1}11 ° e~ is in 
tr~~=Z8EBZ4{A', e'}EBZ2{1}11 ° P12} [2, Theorem 12.22]. Then we may put 
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(g) 1)11 ° c~=a.:l' +be +C1)l1 ° Pl2 for some integers a, band c. 

Applying E3: 7r~~-+7rg to the relation (g), we have 

by [2, Lemma 12.19], where 1)14 ° c~=c~ # 1)2=C~ ° 1)31 =4E.:l+4~14 by [2, 
Proposition 3.1] and Proposition 3 (2). It follows then that 

in 7r~~=Z8{E.:l}EBZ8{~14}EBZ2{1)14 ° P15} by [2, Theorem 12.22]. Thus we have 
a===b===2 mod 4; c===O mod 2. Then we have the second relation by (g). 

(2) By (1), we see 4(.:\' +~')=2(1)11 ° C~)=1)l1 ° 2c~=0. 
4~' = 2E~" === <711 ° '18 mod 2<711 ° '18 = 0 by Proposition 1 (4) and [2, 

(12.23)]. 
(3) We may put by [2, Lemma 12.19], 

(h) 

We shall now use [2, Proposition 11.13] for a=.:l' E 7r~~, ~=cls+d(D1S+C1S) 
E 7r~~ (where d is the integer in (h)), n=9, ;=27, just as in the proof of 

[2, Lemma 12.19]. Then there exists an element r of 7r~~ such that 2a=Er 
and H(r) ===E3(C1S + d(D1S + CIS)) ° 1)27 mod 2£27r~~=0. Then we have 

2.:l' =Er and H(r) =C19 ° 1)27+ d(D I9 +CI9) ° 1)27' 

We have a relation EX' =2.:l' =Er in 7r~~ by [2, Lemma 12.19]. Since Ker 

(E: 7r~~-+7rm={2<710 ° '17} by [2, (12.25)], we have .:l"===r mod 2<710 ° '170 and 
hence H(.:l")=H(r). It follows that 1)19 ° c20=H(.:l")=H(r)=CI9 ° 1)27+ 
d(D I9 +CI9) ° 1)27 by Proposition 3(3) and (h), or d(DI9 +CI9) ° 1)27=0. Then 
d=O and we have the result. This completes the proof. 

§ 3. Proof of Theorem 

We shall use the results on [2, pp. 164-167]. To prove the result of 
7r~~, we have to settle the group extension 

O~ E 7r~7~7r~~~Z2{l.Ii9}EBZ2{ 1)19 ° C20}~0 
where E7r~7=Z4{<710o'dEBZ2{1)100Pl1} by [2, p.164]. Since H(~")=l.Ii9+ 
1)19 ° C20 by [2, Lemma 12.19], H(.:l',) = 1)19 ° C20 by Proposition 3(3) and 
2.:\"===2~"===<7lo ° '17 mod 2<710 ° '17 by Proposition 3(2), we have the result 
of 7r~~. 

Let us consider the exact sequence 
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The relation 2)," =2~"=CT10 0 £;17 mod 2CT1O 0 £;17 implies 4)." =4~" =2CTIO 0 £;17. 

Then by [2, (12.25)], we have 

EIr~~=Z4{E)."}EBZ2{E~"+E)."}EBZ2{7J11 0 PI2}. 

Since H(~')=ii21+e21 and H(J..')=e21 with the relations 2).'=E)." and 2~' 
=E~" by [2, Lemma 12.19] and Proposition 4(3), we have the result of 
Iri~. 

Let us consider the exact sequence 

(i) 

Since H(~12)=CT23 mod 2CT23 by [2, Lemma 12.14], we have only to settle 
the group extension. The fact H(L1(CT25)) = ±2CT23 by [2, Propositions 2.5, 
2.2 and 2.7] implies 

by the exactness of the sequence (i). It follows that 

Ker (E: Elrg---+lrm={8L1(CT25)}={16~12}~Z2. 

We see 4E)" =4E~' *0 in Elrg by (i) and the result of Irg. Since E(4E).') 
=4E2).'=8).=0 by [2, Lemma 12.19], and CTI20£;19=8L1(CT25)=16~12 as is 
shown on [2, p. 166], we conclude that 

8L1(CT25) = 16~12=4E~' =4E).' =CT12 0 £;19. 

Then Z4{Ee +4~12} is one of the direct summands. Thus we have the 
result of Ir~~. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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